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1 Introduction

A housing market consists of a finite set of agents and a finite set of houses. Each
agent owns one house, considers some other houses acceptable and orders them
according to their desirability. The aim of the game for each agent is to get the
house he finds the best possible. This model was introduced by Shapley and Scarf
in [5], where also the notion of the economic equilibrium in such markets was de-
fined and its existence in all housing markets proved. An algorithm for finding an
economic equilibrium, called the Top Trading Cycles (TTC for short) algorithm
was attributed to Gale (see [5]). An asymptotically optimal implementation of
the TTC algorithm was proposed in [1].
However, the above results hold on the assumption that each agent’s house

is unique. If some houses may be equivalent, Fekete, Skutella and Woeginger [3]
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proved that it is NP-complete to decide the existence of an economic equilib-
rium. Equivalent houses must have equal price and they are naturally tied in the
preference orders of all agents. The market constructed in the NP-completeness
reduction in [3] uses some additional ties. If ties are not present, a polynomial
algorithm for this problem was proposed by Cechlárová and Fleiner in [2]. Their
algorithm represents the housing market by a directed graph whose vertices cor-
respond to house types and arcs to agents. The algorithm performs a repeated
search for strongly connected components of certain subgraphs, so without a
further improvement its complexity will be O(NM), where N is the number of
agents and M the number of house types. We show that using an extension of
Tarjan’s depth-first search algorithm for strongly connected components of a di-
graph an O(L) implementation can be obtained, with L denoting the total length
of preference lists of all agents. This is asymptotically optimal, since the size of
the input is Θ(L).

2 Description of the model

Let A be a set of N agents, H a set ofM house types; houses of the same type are
said to be equivalent. The endowment function ω : A→ H assigns to each agent
the type of house he originally owns. (Notice that in the classical Shapley–Scarf
housing market [5], M = N and ω is a bijection.) Each agent a finds some house
types acceptable and expresses their desirability in the form of preferences, i.e. a
linear ordering P (a) of the set H(a) of acceptable house types. We assume that
ω(a) ∈ H(a) and this is the least preferred house in H(a) for each a ∈ A. For
each agent a ∈ A and each set of house types F ⊂ H denote by fF (a) the unique
most preferred (sometimes we say the first-choice) house type of the set F .
The N -tuple of preferences (P (a), a ∈ A) will be denoted by P and called the

preference profile.
The housing market is a quadrupleM = (A, H, ω,P).
If S ⊆ A, we denote by ω(S) = {ω(a); a ∈ S} ⊆ H the set of house types

owned by agents in S andM′ =M\S = (A\S, ω(A\S), ω′,P ′) is a submarket of
M if ω′ and P ′ are restrictions of ω and P to A\S and ω(A\S), respectively.
We say that a function x : S → H is an allocation on S ⊆ A if there exists a

bijection π on S such that x(a) = ω(π(a)) for each a ∈ S. A pair (x, p), where x is
an allocation on A and p : H → R is a price function, is an economic equilibrium
for market M if each agent a ∈ A receives a house of the most preferred type
from the affordable house types, i.e. x(a) = fF (a) where F = {h ∈ H : p(h) ≤
p(ω(a))}.
It is known that if (x, p) is an economic equilibrium for market M then

p(x(a)) = p(ω(a)) for each a ∈ A (see e.g. [3, 2]).
The algorithm for the economic equilibrium in [2] is based on a representation

of a housing market M as a digraph GM = (V, E), called the digraph of the
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housing marketM, with vertices representing house types, i.e. V = H, and arcs
representing agents in the following way: if ω(a) = hi and hj = fH(a) for an
agent a, then there is an arc e(a) = (hi, hj) ∈ E.
In this paper, the following graph-theoretical terminology is used. A digraph

may contain parallel arcs as well as loops. If V ′ ⊆ V , a subdigraph of G induced
by V ′ is a digraph G(V ′) = (V ′, E ′) where E ′ = {(i, j) ∈ E; i, j ∈ V ′}. A walk
in G is a sequence of vertices (i0, i1, . . . , ik) such that (ij, ij+1) ∈ E for each
j = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. We say that vertex j is a successor of a vertex i in G, if G
contains a walk from i to j. A vertex j is a son of a vertex i in G, if (i, j) ∈ E. A
vertex i ∈ V is a sink in G, if it has no successors in G. A digraph G with vertex
set V is strongly connected, if for each pair i, j of vertices of V there is a walk
from i to j as well as a walk from j to i in G. A strongly connected component
(SCC for short) of a digraph G is a maximal strongly connected subdigraph of G.
The condensation G∗ = (V ∗, E∗) of a directed graph G is obtained by merging
the vertices of each SCC of G. For i ∈ V we shall denote by i∗ the vertex of G∗

corresponding to the SCC of G containing i. A SCC is sink, if its corresponding
vertex in the condensation is a sink. There are several algorithms to construct a
condensation of a digraph, linear in the number of its arcs; we shall take as our
starting point Tarjan’s algorithm based on the depth-first search of a digraph [6].
Cechlárová and Fleiner in [2] proved that if an economic equilibrium (x, p)

exists inM and D is a sink SCC in GM, then

• the prices of all house types corresponding to vertices of D are equal,
• all agents corresponding to arcs of D trade among themselves, so D is an
Eulerian digraph, and

• if GM contains an arc (u, v) with u /∈ V (D) and v ∈ V (D), i.e. there is
an agent a who owns a house h of a type different from all the house types
in D but his first-choice house type belongs to D, then this house may not
be affordable for a, in other words, price of u must be strictly smaller than
the price of house types in D.

These observations lead to the following theorem [2]:

Theorem 1 LetM be a housing market and let D be a sink SCC in GM. Then
M admits an economic equilibrium if and only if D is Eulerian and the reduced
marketM′ =M\E(D) also admits an economic equilibrium.

This theorem applies to Shapley-Scarf markets without ties too. If there are
no duplicate houses inM, then each vertex of GM corresponds to a unique house
owned by just one agent, the out-degree of each vertex is 1 and the top strongly
connected components are simply cycles (so they are trivally Eulerian) and an
economic equilibrium always exists.
Theorem 1 leads to the following algorithm for finding an economic equilib-

rium (or showing that there is none) for a given housing marketM: First, create
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the house-type digraphGM and take any sink SCCD inGM. IfD is not Eulerian,
thenM does not admit any economic equilibrium. If D is Eulerian, the agents
and house types corresponding to arcs and vertices of D are deleted from M
and the whole procedure continues for the obtained submarketM′ =M\V (D).
However, GM′ is not simply a subgraph of GM, as in the digraph corresponding
toM′ some new arcs are added. They correspond to agents whose endowments
are inM′ but their first-choice house types are in V (D).
A sink SCC in GM can be found in O(N) steps (since the arcs in GM corre-

spond to agents – better to say, to their unique first-choice house types). After its
deletion, the market has lost at least one house-type, so the number of iterations
is bounded by O(M). In the digraph corresponding to the submarket, some arcs
remain from the previous iteration, but some new may emerge (as said above).
If we compute the condensation from scratch, we cannot ensure a better bound
than O(N) for the new iteration. So the complexity of the whole algorithm will
be O(NM).
The aim of this paper is to show how to extend Tarjan’s depth-first search

based algorithm for strongly connected components of a digraph [6] to accomplish
this task in O(L) time, where L is the total length of preference lists or agents of
the market, i.e. L =

∑
a∈A |H(a)|.

3 Description of the algorithm

We shall start with Tarjan’s algorithm as described in [4, 7]. This algorithm
creates a rooted directed forest for the explored digraph G by visiting (procedure
V isit) the vertices of G in the depth-first search (DFS for brevity) order. The
vertices are labelled by their DFS numbers numb according to this order. Each
SCC is a subtree of the constructed forest, so to compute the condensation means
to identify the roots of strongly connected components. To identify them, for each
vertex v the number low(v) is computed, which denotes the smallest DFS number
of a vertex in the component containing v. A vertex v is a root of a SCC if and
only if numb(v) = low(v) (see Theorem 11.15 in [7]).
The visited vertices are stored in an auxiliary stack (for them the variable

stacked is set to be true) so that the vertices of the SCC with root v were pushed
onto the stack after v. As soon as such a SCC is discovered (this happens after
all the sons of v have been visited), all its vertices together with v are popped
from the stack and stacked is set to false for them.
In the proof of the correctness of Tarjan’s algorithm, the key role is played by

proving the correctness of the computation of variables low(v). To achieve this,
the newly explored arcs (v, w) leading from vertex v are classified according to
their types:

• If numb(w) = 0 (i.e. arc (v, w) leads to a currently unvisited vertex ) then
this arc is a forest arc. On taking such an arc, procedure V isit is called for
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vertex w and vertex w is pushed onto the stack. When the search returns to
v after all the vertices in the subtree rooted at w have been visited, low(v)
is set to minimum of its current value and low(w) unless w was removed
from stack as a root of a new SCC.

• If numb(w) > numb(v) then (v, w) is a forward arc, leading to a DFS
descendant of v. This arc has no influence on the outcome, since the DFS
tree already contains a directed path from v to w.

• If 0 < numb(w) < numb(v) then (v, w) is either a back arc (leading to
a DFS ancestor of v) or a cross arc (leading to a vertex that has already
been visited, but is neither a descendant nor an ancestor of v). In this case
low(v) is modified to be the minimum of low(v) and numb(w), unless w is
in a different SCC than v. The latter can only happen for cross arcs and
this situation occurs if and only if stacked(w) = false.

The complete pseudocode of our modification of Tarjan’s algorithm is given
Figure 1. We started with the recursive definition of this algorithm in Figure
1.20 of [4] and incorporated two main changes:

• A cross arc or a forward arc e from v to w may lead to a SCC that was
discovered before; this occurs if stacked(w) = false. (Notice that this
cannot happen for a back arc, since then v and w are in the same SCC.)
We shall call such arcs invalid (naturally, all the other arcs are valid). An
invalid arc does not modify low(v), but the agent that corresponds to it
has to take his next-choice house type. Invalid arcs are discovered in line 8
(here the SCC containing vertex w has been encountered before the arc e
is explored) and in line 15 (this happens immediately after w is identified
as a root of a new SCC). In both cases, arc e is made invalid and it has
to be replaced by the next-choice house type of the agent corresponding to
e. This is indicated by statement Upgrade(e), which also means that the
replacement arc is added into Out(v).

This dynamic nature of the sets of outgoing arcs for vertices also means
that the simple for instruction is replaced by a while cycle (lines 5 up to
21) to work with the sons of a vertex.

• We need to check the Eulerian property for each discovered strongly con-
nected component, correctly taking into account only arcs within this com-
ponent.

The correctness of the described changes is justified in the following lemmas:

Lemma 1 The only arcs that can change their status from valid in the course
of algorithm HousingEquilibrium are the forest arcs.
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Proof. Indeed, a forest arc (v, w) is first treated as a valid arc (line 13); it may
become invalid if after finishing the exploration of w the subtree rooted at w is
deleted from the stack (line 15).
A back arc (v, w) can never be invalid, since v and w are in the same SCC.
Now take a forward or cross arc (v, w) that was first valid and suppose that

it became invalid. This may have happened in the moment when the algorithm
discovered a SCC u∗ containing w, rooted at a vertex u. However, when the root
of this SCC is discovered, the only arc leading to some vertex of u∗ is the forest
arc leading to u (all the other arcs leading into u∗ will be discovered later and
will already be invalid at the time of their discovery), so no forward of cross arc
can change its status from valid to invalid.

Lemma 2 Algorithm HousingEquilibrium correctly identifies the sequence of strong-
ly connected components according to Theorem 1.

Proof. First, realize that until the first SCC is identified (notice that it must
be a sink SCC), algorithm HousingEquilibrium works identically with Tarjan’s
algorithm. After some SCCs have been discovered, arcs leading to them are
recognized and replaced by their next-choices correctly. Since each new arc in-
troduced as an upgrade of an invalid arc can never start in an already deleted
vertex neither lead to already deleted vertices, the argument is ready.

Lemma 3 Algoritm HousingEquilibrium correctly tests the Eulerian property of
the obtained strongly connected components.

Proof. We need to show that each arc (v, w) correctly contributes to outdegree(v)
and indegree(w) in their respective SCCs. At the start of the algorithm, the val-
ues outdegree(v) and indegree(w) are set to 0 for each vertex. Invalid arcs do
not modify these variables, but if the arc (v, w) is valid, we increase outdegree(v)
and indegree(w) by 1. Since by Lemma 1 the only arcs that can change their
status from valid to invalid are the forest arcs, we only have now to care about
them. And indeed, if a forest arc (v, w) is deleted from the graph and upgraded
(line 15), which happens when a new SCC with root w is discovered (line 22),
indegree(w) is decreased by 1. If this happens during searching the sons of vertex
v, the outdegree(v) is decreased by 1. Finally, to account for the SCCs whose
root v is a root of a tree in the DFS forest (and hence there is no forest arc
coming into v), we set indegree(v) to 1 each time the search starts from a vertex
v with numb(v) = 0.

Theorem 2 Algorithm HousingEquilibrium correctly decides the existence of an
economic equilibrium in a housing market with duplicate houses in O(L) steps,
where L is the total length of all preference lists of agents.
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Input: a housing marketM.
1. procedure Visit(v)
2. begin
3. numb(v)← i; low(v)← numb(v); i← i+ 1;
4. push v on the stack; stacked(v)← true;
5. while Out(v) 6= ∅ do
6. begin
7. take any e = (v, w) ∈ Out(v); delete e from Out(v);
8. if numb(w) > 0 and not stacked(w) (comment: invalid arc)
9. then Upgrade(e);
10. else
11. begin
12. outdegree(v)← outdegree(v) + 1; indegree(w)← indegree(w) + 1;
13. if numb(w) = 0 then (comment: forest arc)
14. begin Visit(w);
15. if not stacked(w) then (comment: invalid arc)
16. begin outdegree(v)← outdegree(v)− 1; Upgrade(e) end
17. else low(v)← min{low(v); low(w)}
18. end
19. else if numb(w) < numb(v) then low(v)← min{low(v);numb(w)}
20. end;
21. end;
22. if numb(v) = low(v) then (comment: new SCC discovered)
23. begin price← price− 1;
24. indegree(v)← indegree(v)− 1;
25. for all u in stack up to and including v do
26. begin if indegree(u) 6= outdegree(u) then equilibrium← false and STOP;
27. pop u from the stack; p(u)← price; stacked(u)← false
28. end;
29. end
30. end

31.begin
32. i← 1; price← m+ 1; equilibrium← true;
33. empty the stack;
34. for all v ∈ V do
35. begin
36. numb(v)← 0; stacked(v)← false; indegree(v)← 0; outdegree(v)← 0;
37. put to Out(v) all first choices of agents of v
38. end;
39. while for some u ∈ V , numb(u) = 0 do begin indegree(v) := 1; Visit(u) end
40. end

Figure 1: Algorithm HousingEquilibrium
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Proof. The correctness of HousingEquilibrium follows from Lemma 2, Lemma 3,
and Theorem 1.
The digraph of the housing market has M vertices and O(L) arcs (including

those added by Upgrade). Since M ≤ L, and since Tarjan’s algorithm works in
time linear in the size of the digraph, the time complexity bound O(L) follows.

4 Conclusion

We have presented an asymptotically optimal algorithm HousingEquilibrium for
computing the economic equilibrium in housing markets with duplicate houses.
Notice that this algorithm (with suitable simplifications, for example val-

ues of outdegree and indegree do not have to be computed) provides another
asymptotically optimal implementation of the Top Trading Cycles algorithm as
an alternative for the implementation described in [1].
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